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BOOK GUIDE FOR MY SECRET DRAGON 
 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Debbie Thomas trained as a BBC radio journalist. She lived in Bangladesh and South 
Africa for ten years where she worked for aid agencies. She now lives in County 
Kildare with her husband and three daughters. My Secret Dragon is her fifth middle-
grade adventure novel. She is the Writer in Residence at Crumlin Children’s Hospital 
and a board member of the Irish section of IBBY (the International Board on Books 
for Young People). She runs workshops for children and teenagers in creative writing 
and development education and is a director of a charity supporting people with 
leprosy in Nepal. 
 
ABOUT THE BOOK 
My Secret Dragon explores difference, and how people react to it, through the eyes of 
twelve-year-old Aidan who has been homeschooled all his life to protect his mum’s 
secret. Her resents paying the price for her ‘disability’ and persuades her to let him 
start school. This unleashes a terrifying chain of events that leads to Aidan risking his 
life to safe hers. On the way he discovers true friendship, and pride in his unique and 
beautiful mum.  
 
Themes of the book 
Difference and reactions to it, from fear to admiration to exploitation. 
Prejudice and stigma. 
Acceptance and celebration of diversity. 
True, deep friendship vs superficial. 
Greek legends. 
Biodiversity, saving the environment, evolution and genetics. 
Baking! Aidan invents recipes, which are included at the back of the book for readers 
to make. 
 
ABOUT THIS GUIDE 
The guide is aimed at nine- to twelve-year-old boys and girls. It explores the story in 
sections, indicated by page numbers.  
 
Each section (except the first) has 3 parts:  
QUESTIONS for individual readers’ comprehension 
DISCUSSION question for the whole class or smaller groups. 
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ACTIVITY for individuals or groups. Each activity relates to one or more subject areas 
of the primary school curriculum, indicated next to the activity. 
 
BEFORE READING … 
Look at the cover (front and back): 
How would you describe the boy’s expression? 
Who or what do you think is standing behind the boy? 
Why do you think the illustrator hasn’t shown the face? 
What kind of story do you think this is: funny, scary, realistic, science fiction, 
historical, mystery etc.? 
Do you have any questions about the story at this stage? 
 
NOW DIVE IN ...  

Pages 1-2 (YOU WIN, CHARLOTTE FLYNN) 
Questions 

• What’s your first impression of Aidan and Charlotte from:  
- Their two ‘voices’ (the way they speak and the words they use) 
- The two fonts (the styles of lettering used to show their different voices) 
- The way they interact with each other? 

• What do you think their relationship is: siblings, friends, enemies, or other? 
 

 
Pages 3-7 (SERIOUSLY?) 

Questions 
• Why do you think Aidan is so desperate to go to school: what does he think 

he’s missed out on?  
• What gives a clue to Mum’s secret as she makes lunch? 
• Why does Mum change her mind about Aidan going to school?  
• Mum says ‘I mean imagine if someone found out. They might lock me up, or turn 

me into a freak show, or –’ How do you think her sentence might finish?  
 
Discussion  
Discuss some advantages and disadvantages of homeschooling. 
 
Activity 1 (Subject areas: Visual Arts, English, Science)  
The mysterious author of the diary writes: Books, films, statues – maybe an airport or 
two – will immortalise my mission to save the human race. 
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What would you like to have named after you (e.g. a newly-discovered planet or 
dinosaur, a cake, a law, a type of footwear, an invention, or something else)? Draw and 
describe it.  
 
Or Activity 2 (Subject areas: English, Science) What would you like to be 
remembered for? Write a Wikipedia entry on your lasting contribution to the human 
race. 
 
 

Pages 8-21 (I’LL BE GRAND to HOMEWORK) 
Questions 

• Page 9: Charlotte describes Mum and Aidan’s parting at the gate as all that 
lovely stuff and pukey. Do you think she means this? Why/why not? 

• Page 11: Mum says, ‘People often have trouble with things they can’t 
understand.’ Why do you think that might be? Do you agree with Aidan that a 
world without mystery would be a lump of soggy chips? Why/why not?  

• Page 13: Phil and Charlotte are both hostile to the new boy Aidan, but for 
different reasons. What do you think are Phil’s reasons? Charlotte’s?  

• Page 17: The diary writer is still unknown. What are your impressions so far: 
male or female? Child, teenager or adult? Confident or nervous or both? (Give 
reasons for all your answers.) 

 
Discussion 
Divide the group into two teams and have a debate. Mum’s fire-breathing is:  

Team 1: A desirable superpower  
Team 2: A disability. 

 
Activity (Subject areas: Geography, Science, English) 
In pairs or groups, research a species that’s gone extinct and give a presentation to the 
class. 
 

 
Pages 22 – 31 (NOT SO HAPPY BIRTHDAY to THE A-TEAM) 

Questions 
• Pages 26-8: To make fire you need three things: oxygen, heat and fuel (see the 

fire triangle below). From Gramps’ research and Aidan’s theory, where do each 
of these elements come from in Mum’s case, enabling her to breathe fire? 
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• Page 26: Aidan describes the discovery that Mum is part-dragon as an amazing 
coincidence. Some people say there’s no such thing as a coincidence: that 
everything happens for a reason. What do you think? What’s the most amazing 
coincidence that’s happened in your life?  

• Page 31: Why do you think Kennedy marches off as if he’s just remembered an 
urgent appointment? 

 
Discussion  
Aidan describes Phil’s gang as ‘cool’. Do you agree? Why/why not? What do you think 
makes a person cool?  
 
Activity (Subject areas: Maths, Science)  
See the worksheet at the end of this guide (pages 9 and 10: BE A GENE-IUS). 
 
 

Pages 33 – 55 (AT THE PARDOES to FRIENDSHIP PIE) 
Questions 

• From the details Aidan gives about Phil’s house and parents, how do you think 
he feels about them? 

• Page 39: How do you think Mum feels after Aidan has come home, dodged her 
hug and run up to his room?  

• Who do you have more sympathy for at this point: Aidan or Mum? Why? 
• When Phil comes round, his mockery turns to appreciation of Aidan’s home 

life. What aspects of it does he admire in comparison to his own?  
 
Discussion 
On page 49 Phil describes Miss Burkitt as ‘such a dragon’. It’s usually only women who 
are described as ‘dragons’. Why do you think that is? Do you think it’s fair?  
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Activity (Subject areas: Maths - weighing and measuring, Science - ingredients that 
combine well in cooking)  
Invent your own recipe for a cake, dessert, biscuits etc., using only ingredients that 
begin with the first letter of your first name.  
 
 

Pages 56 – 79 (THE NEWS to MID-TERM BAKE) 
Questions 

• Page 58: Aidan describes Mum’s loneliness as an object: a deep, empty pot 
inside her. Imagine the following words as objects and describe them using as 
many senses as you can (how do they look, sound, smell, taste, feel to the 
touch?) 
- Excitement 
- Worry 
- Jealousy 
- Kindness 

• Page 60: Charlotte mentions the Sphinx, the mythical creature that asked 
riddles at the entrance to the Greek city of Thebes. The most famous riddle was: 
“What goes on four legs in the morning, on two legs at noon, and on three legs 
in the evening?” The Greek hero Oedipus answered it: can you? (Have a go and, 
if not, google the answer.)  

• Think up another riddle and ask your friends.  
• Page 65: Why do you think Aidan changes his mind from ‘not in a million 

years’ to inviting Charlotte round?  
 
Discussion 
On page 71 Mum says living forever would be ‘boring’. Would you like to live forever? 
Why/why not? 
 
Activity (Subject areas: History, Visual Arts) 
Choose a monster from Greek mythology for your own Halloween costume. Design, 
draw and label your costume.  
 
 

Page 80 – page 99 (STORY TIME to TROY STORY) 
Questions 
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• Page 85: Charlotte thinks Mum being part-dragon ‘would be the most brilliant 
thing ever’. How would you react – honestly! – to discovering a friend’s mum 
was part-dragon?  

• Pages 86-7: Why do you think Mum makes no attempt at all to lie to Charlotte, 
the first person outside the family she has ever revealed her secret to? 

• Page 90: Aidan wants to knock Charlotte’s prejudice on its Smaugy little head. 
The dictionary defines prejudice as an ‘opinion that is not based on reason or 
actual experience’. Who else has shown prejudice so far in the story? 

• Page 93: If you could breathe fire, would you want other people to know? Who 
and why, or why not? How would you use that ability in your daily life 
(imagine what you could do at school!). 

 
Discussion 
The story deals a lot with prejudice. Do you think everyone has prejudices, or only 
some people? Give examples of a bad prejudice. Can prejudice ever be a good thing?  
 
Activity (Subject areas: History, English, Drama) 
In groups, find an English word or phrase that has come from a Greek myth, e.g. 
Herculean, the Midas touch, Atlas, panic, Titanic, volcano, Achilles’ heel. Find out the 
story behind that word. As a group, tell it the to others or present it as a drama.  
 
 

Page 100 – page 119 (THE HEDGE to SICK) 
Questions 

• Page 101-2: Can you find four pieces of evidence that suggest Mum has been 
taken by force? 

• What do you think could have happened to her? Have a guess. 
• Knowing what you do of Charlotte, do you think she might have told anyone 

Mum’s secret? If so, who? If not, why not?  
• Page 103-4 and page 109: Aidan decides not to go to the police and forbids 

Charlotte from telling her dad. But she thinks they need ‘some grown-up help’ 
and should at least tell him that Mum has gone missing. Who do you think is 
right and why? 

 
Discussion  
Page 118-9: Charlotte sort of admires Phil for going against his dad and talking to 
Aidan. Do you agree with her? Or do you think, like Aidan on page 115, that Phil is a 
gutless-spineless-chicken-turd?  
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Activity (Subject area: Science – forensics, problem-solving) 
In fours, one pair of you think of a series of objects found at a crime scene. The other 
pair devise a story for what happened. Swap.  
 

 
Page 120 – page 137 (THE ISLAND OF ITALY to CASSANDRA’S PUPPY) 

Questions 
• Page 123: Squeach – a word created by combining ‘squeak’ and ‘screech’. Invent 

another word from two or more known words to describe a familiar sound or 
action.  

• Page 124: When Aidan tells Charlotte, ‘You need to stay with your dad and 
mind your own business’, what fears could be behind his rudeness?  

• Page 133: Charlotte describes stations as sad, grey, leaving places. Think of a 
place that gives your strong feelings, good or bad (the dentist’s waiting room? 
Your bedroom? The school yard?) and describe those feelings in a poem or 
paragraph. 

 
Discussion  
Should Aidan and Charlotte have gone on this trip without telling anyone? Why/why 
not? 
 
Activity (Subject area: Geography) 
From the description on page 136, draw a map showing the route from Boonkilly to 
the IRC. 
 
 

Page 138 – 159 (TROY STORY 2 to SECRETS) 
Questions 

• Page 140: She had a face like a Marmite-hater who’s just eaten Marmite. Draw a 
picture of the woman’s expression. From this description, how do you imagine 
her personality?  

• Page 147: What does Aidan fear about the man lying on the bed, and how is 
that fear relieved? 

• From what you’ve read about Dr Krinsky so far, what do you think of him? 
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Discussion  
The Official Secrets Act is a law to keep Ireland safe by protecting national secrets. 
What sort of information do you think should be kept secret from the public? What 
sort shouldn’t and why?  
 
Activity (Subject area: Maths) 
The code for the IRC is upside-down numbers that spell a word. Invent a code for a 
password or message and see if your friends can work it out.  

A few suggestions:  
a) Write words backwards, e.g. Woh era uoy? (How are you?). 
b) Acronym: Think up a phrase where the first letters in each word join to make 

another word, e.g. you could tell the guesser that the password is a colour, and 
say ‘Big Lions Understand Everything’ (BLUE).  

c) Number the letters in a word or phrase according to their position in the 
alphabet (A=1, B=2 etc.), just as Aidan did when trying to crack the door code 
of the IRC. E.g. ‘Hello’ becomes 8,5,12,12,15. 

 
Can you think up some more crafty codes?  
 
Page 160 – 183 (A FEW ANSWERS AND A LOT MORE QUESTIONS to TOOBS) 

Questions 
• On page 161 Mr Pardoe talks about Mum having a ‘problem’ and something 

‘wrong with her.’ How does Aidan react? Compare this response to his feelings 
about Mum on page 39. Which people and events have changed his view of her 
over a few short weeks? 

• On page 171 Nikos explains he has Pegasus (flying horse) genes. Remember 
Aidan’s story about how dragons died out (page 91)? Invent your own story for 
how flying horses went extinct. 

 
Discussion 
Mum, Nikos and Isla are thrilled by the chance to share their gifts, but Aidan isn’t so 
sure (see page 175: It felt like too much too fast). Dr Krinsky’s plan isn’t quite genetic 
engineering (that would involve altering a person’s genes) but, in the same way, it 
would cause huge changes in people. Discuss some benefits and some dangers of 
genetic engineering.  
 
Activity (Subject areas: Gaeilge, Drama)  
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In Dr Krinsky’s first diary entry, on page 7, he writes of the layers of legend beneath my 
feet, and on page 181 he talks of countries where mythical creatures are ‘a big shot in 
the folklore.’ Choose another legend and write or enact the story for your group.  
 

 
Page 184 – 208 (THE STORE ROOM to BREATHE!) 

Questions  
• Page 188: ‘I don’t trust Dr Krinsky, Mum.’ Why do you think Mum has trusted 

– or at least wanted to trust – Dr Krinsky so much more than Aidan? (She hints 
at it on page 166.) 

• On pages 191-3 does Dana’s behaviour surprise you after what you’ve seen of 
her before? Why/why not? 

• Of all the characters’ powers, which one would you most like to have? How 
would you use it for good? 

• On page 196 Aidan thinks the shriek is from Mr Pardoe but is proved wrong. 
Before reading on, where do you think it might actually come from? 

 
Discussion 
Dana says Dr Krinsky will ‘do anything to save the human race … even mutilate 
humans.’ Can you think of any situation where it might be the best (or rather the least 
bad) thing to hurt one innocent person to save others?  
 
Activity (Subject areas: Visual Arts, English) 
Turn the sequence of events from page 202 to page 207 (from the start of BREATHE! 
to I stopped at the store room and slid back the bolt) into part of a graphic novel, 
drawing eight or so pictures with speech bubbles to depict the drama.  
 
  

Page 209 – 231 (DEAD MAN WALKING to RIGHT AS RAIN) 
Questions 

• Imagine you’re flying. Write a poem using all your senses (sight, sound, smells, 
taste, touch) to describe the experience.  

• Page 229: Now you know Dr Krinsky’s real plan – to gain those mythical 
abilities for himself alone – go back through the diary entries and find four 
phrases where he lies about his motive.  

• Page 230: Sergeant Barry says he accepted the offer of money from Dr Krinsky 
because ‘Mrs B and I haven’t had a holiday in years … I didn’t think a gift would 
do any harm.’ What do you think?  
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Discussion 
Is Dr Krinsky bad or mad? Can a person be both?  
 
Activity: (Subject area: Art)  
From the descriptions of Hestia in the story, make a fabulous collage of the bird. 
 
 

Page 232 - 241 (SILENCE to CHRISTMAS BAKE) 
Questions 

• Page 235: Why do you think Phil looks smaller than ten days ago to Aidan?  
• Aidan notices new things about Mum now that she doesn’t speak. Choose a 

family member or close friend and write down four unique things that make 
them ‘them’ to you.  

• On page 238 Charlotte says Dr Krinsky just had to brag to someone about how 
brilliant he was. On page 72 she says, Modesty means not boasting. And I’m not, 
I’m just telling the truth. How do you feel when somebody boasts about 
themselves to you? How can you say good things about yourself without 
boasting? 

 
Discussion 
On page 242 Aidan can’t believe Charlotte feels sorry for Phil. Do you? Which parts of 
what happened were Phil’s fault? Should Aidan forgive him and invite him to the 
cookery afterschool? 
 
Activity (Subject areas: Visual Arts, English) 
Design an invitation to the cookery afterschool. And of course try out the recipes at 
the end of the story! Why not invent some more of your own? 
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Activity (for pages 22-31 in story) 
 

BE A GENE-IUS: an introduction to genetics 
   (see pages 12 and 13 for teacher answers) 
 
First, a little science you need to know. Deep breath …  

- Human bodies are made up of cells. 
- Genes are ‘packets’ of information in cells that are passed down from 

parents to children.  
- Every gene has 2 parts or alleles, one from each parent.  
- Sometimes one allele is dominant, which means it decides what a certain 

feature will look like in the child. The other allele is hidden, or recessive, 
which means it doesn’t show up in the child.  

 
For example, eye colour: the allele for brown eyes is dominant over the allele for blue 
eyes.  
Let’s call the brown-eyed (dominant) allele B and the blue-eyed (recessive) allele b. 
(We always use capital letters for dominant and lower-case letters for recessive alleles.) 
Say a dad with brown eyes has the gene Bb (dominant brown and recessive blue) and a 
mum has the same, Bb. Both will ‘show’ brown eyes because B is dominant.  
 
What colour eyes might their baby have?  
Confused? The table below makes it clearer. The dad’s eye gene is across the top; the 
mum’s eye gene is down the left hand side.  
 

←DAD’S GENE→ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The baby’s possible genes are found by combining 1 allele from Mum and 1 from Dad 
(see boxes 1-4 above). So baby’s eye colour could be: 
 

Box 1. Brown (BB) 

 
MUM’S 
GENE↓  

B b 

B 1. BB 2.Bb 

B 3.Bb 4.bb 
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Box 2. Brown (Bb) 
Box 3. Brown (Bb) or 
Box 4. Blue (bb) 

 
So, out of 4 possible combinations, only 1 could give a blue-eyed baby. In other words, 
there’s a 1 in 4 chance that the baby could have blue eyes. 
 
What’s all this got to do with Aidan’s mum and fire breathing?  
Imagine fire-breathing was a recessive allele (call it f). Can you see how it could 
remain hidden down through generations of her family by the dominant, non-fire-
breathing allele (call it N)? In other words, some people through history have carried 
the fire-breathing gene but couldn’t breathe fire themselves.  
 
Now it’s your turn. Here are some gene-rational questions about Mum and Aidan. 
 
Question 1: How can Mum breathe fire? 
For Mum to breathe fire, Nando and Gramps must both carry the fire-breathing gene, 
although they don’t breathe fire themselves. In other words, they must both be Nf. 
Can you fill in the question marks in the table and: 
a) See how Mum could breathe fire? 
b) Complete the sentence: Mum has a ___ in ___ chance of breathing fire. 

 
 ←GRAMPS’ GENE→ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Question 2: Why doesn’t Aidan breathe fire?  
You’ve just shown that Mum has to have the ff gene to breathe fire. Aidan’s dad, like 
most people, has the NN gene. Fill in the question marks to show whether there’s any 
chance that Aidan could have breathed fire.  
 

 ←DAD’S GENE→ 

NANDO’S 
GENE↓ 

N f 

N 1. ? 2. ? 

F 3. ? 4. ? 
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Well done Gene-ius!  
 

 
 
Question 3 (for the real gene keenies):  
Aidan might not breathe fire but what about his children? Can you work out how a 
child of Aidan’s could possibly breathe fire? Now there’s another story for you to 
write! 
 
 
  

MUM’S 
GENE↓  

N N 

F 1. ? 2. ? 

f 3. ? 4. ? 
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*** ANSWERS *** 
 
Question 1: How can Mum breathe fire? 

 
b) Mum has a 1 in 4 chance of breathing fire. 

 
 ←GRAMPS’ GENE→ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Question 2: Why doesn’t Aidan breathe fire?  

 
 ←DAD’S GENE→ 

      
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
There’s no chance at all that Aidan would breathe fire … though no one knew that 
before he was born.  
 
 
Question 3: How could a child of Aidan’s breathe fire? 
 
We know that Aidan is Nf. There are two ways a child of his could breathe fire: 

a) If the mother is a fire-breathing ff  
 ←AIDAN’S GENE→ 

NANDO’S 
GENE↓ 

N f 

N NN Nf 

f Nf ff 

MUM’S 
GENE↓  

N N 

f Nf Nf 

f Nf Nf 

THE 
MOTHER’S 

N f 
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With 2 possible ff combinations, the child then has a 2 in 4 chance (the same as 1 in 
2 chance) of breathing fire. 
 
b) If the mother carries the f allele but it’s hidden  
 

 ←AIDAN’S GENE→ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
With 1 possible ff combination, the child has a 1 in 4 chance of breathing fire. 
 
 

GENE↓ 
f Nf ff 

f Nf ff 

THE 
MOTHER’S 

GENE↓ 

N f 

N NN Nf 

f Nf ff 


